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Explanations "Payment types" 

TOP 3 (in use): cash / ATM card / (immediate) 

 
cash, EURO, security aspect, relation to money  
Functions: means of payment, unit of account, store of value 
Prerequisite: trust in the stability  

 
ATM card, MAESTRO, for cash withdrawal, for Pay; PIN required (keep it separate 
because of liability); Notification of loss/theft, Quick-Chip function was discontinued 

as of July 2017 ("replacement" by NFC technology). 
 

ATM checkout; Payment also possible without a PIN code (NFC) 
 
 

 
Transfer, payment order, payment slip 
Contains ordering party and recipient (each with name, IBAN, BIC), amount, 
reference and signature of the client 

 
Single Euro Payments Area; with IBAN and BIC, uniform formats for 
transfers, direct debits (consumer protection through 8-week chargeback 
option) and card payments in the €payment area were created; Shortening 

and simplifying transfers. 
 

 
An online payment system for cashless payment on the Internet; prepayment 
system; Dealer receives confirmation of payment, customer receives the goods. 
Sofort-GmbH retrieves account balances, sales, limits and other accounts and 

their stocks. 

 
 
Online transfer procedure (cooperation with Austrian banks; compatible with 
the German giropay system). No data transfer to third parties. 
 

 
Paying the bill for a good by giving the money to the deliverer when he 
brings the good. security for sellers; Fees 
 

 
 
Only after the goods have been received (and checked!) will the invoice be 
paid (usually by bank transfer). Extremely advantageous for buyers! 
 

 
The customer pays BEFORE receiving the goods; Highest level of security for the 
seller, since the seller only sends the goods after receipt of payment, possibly a 
discount  
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Buy now – pay later (actually no separate payment method) 
Deferral, tempts you to buy even though you can’t afford it at the moment 
 

NFC usage currently below 40% (Status: 11/18) 

 
Near Field Communication (contactless payment); transmission standard for the 
contactless exchange of data by means of electromagnetic induction. 
PIN entry is required again for payments of € 50 or more or after 5 payments. 

 
 

NFC - technology not only possible on ATM cards but also via mobile phone or 
with various wristbands etc. that contain a chip. 
 

 
"Payment Friend", micro-payment system; The PayPal account is a virtual 
account: the identity is defined by the e-mail address (+ password), so 

there is no separate account number. The account can be used to make payments to and 
receive payments from third parties. PayPal acts as a service provider for the transfer. There 
are several deposit options for sending money to another participant with PayPal:  
O You can send money directly from a PayPal balance. The PayPal account can be topped 
up with a credit balance via normal bank transfer. 
O A credit card can also be used for payment. The money does not have to be paid into the 
PayPal account first, but is withdrawn from the credit card account and credited to the 
recipient. transaction fee (e.g.: 3.4% + € 0.35) 
 

Pay by mobile phone (telephone number, mobile 
parking tickets, films, games, ringtones, etc. 
Security aspect, "card memory" (various customer cards) 
 

 
QR- code (quick response); Mobile phone camera interprets QR codes in 
connection with the corresponding QR software; Avoid typos, easy to use and 
transfer; replaces the filling out of bank transfers. 
 

 
Credit card: Purchases can be made or money withdrawn up to a predefined 
credit limit. The credit granted will be debited from the account at the end of the 
agreed period. Mostly chargeable. 
 
Credit card, s.a. 
 

 
debit card (= debit card with credit card function for online 
payments; e-commerce) 
 
If features are given (see photo), payment on the Internet 
possible (depending on the bank); but: In contrast to "real" credit 
cards, the debiting takes place immediately. 

 
 

Epay Card (Prepaid Mastercard for top-up); Available at gas stations, among 
others; Balance can be queried online; security standards Mastercard; but: 
annual fee, loading fees, inactivity fee, account closing fee. 
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paysafe – prepaid card (payment card) that can only be used 
to spend as much money as was previously loaded (e.g. in 
tobacconists, petrol stations); no account, no PIN, no signature 
required; secure payment option on the Internet; 

various fees, expenses; so-called prepaid credit cards (limited credit, no overdraft) 
 
Mobile payment (mobile phone apps, bracelet, sticker, ...) 
 

is connected to the current account; However, Bluecode receives neither a 
name nor an account number; With every call, a new blue barcode that is only 
valid once appears (this is then valid for 4 minutes); Payment also possible at 
machines via Bluetooth; for end customers (currently) free of charge. 
 
BankCard Micro or sticker in 
seconds, no cash or wallet, without code or signature 
(cf. outsourced NFC function) 
 

 
Instant payments (“real-time payments”) 
Transfer that is available in the recipient’s account within a few 
seconds . TIPS (=Target Instant Payment); developed by SEPA 
and made available for banks (from 11/18) 
Payments are irrevocable! 

 
Setup with smartphone, app and account card; Send, receive or request 
money from friends; Transfer in real time (max. € 400,-) incl. chat function; 
Debit cards are stored in each case (Instant Payment Service see above). 
 

 
Bit-Coin (a cryptocurrency, next to Ripple, Ethereum, Monero, Litecoin,...) 
using spec. technology, “currency” is generated on a computer network (one 
transaction uses as much electricity as a refrigerator does in a year!); 
occasionally also accepted as a means of payment on the Internet. 

Proponents see it as an alternative to the existing €/money system; Critics (also ÖNB): high-
risk object of speculation, no regulation, no supervision. 
 
 
selfieor fingerprint or iris scan) 

 

Face pay  

Credit card companies are testing biometric technologies for payment 
processes. Since October 2021, it has been possible to pay using facial 
recognition on the Moscow subway. 

 
Modernization or simplification of the payment process by replacing the 
passwords. Registration takes place with the financial service provider, digital 
fingerprint is saved, agreement is checked for transactions (payment). 
 
 

 

 


